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l. lutroductiou 

In these notes we obtain some results in the theory of uniformizatiou of 
dosed. Riemann surfaces with automorphisms. In [4] we were iuterested in 
the following questiou. Let us consider a dosed Riemann surfact' S' an<i a 
group H of conforma! automorphisms of it. ls there some Schottky coverin¡!; 
(G, n, 1r : n -+ S) for which H lifts? (that is, for each h E H there is a 
lL E Ant(D) satisfying 汭 = nh). 

In [10] L. Keen solves this problem for S hyperelliptic aud H tlw g,nmp 
generated by the hyperelliptic involution. In [5] we solve this prohkm for 
pairs ⡓Ⱐ䠩Ⱐwhere 䠠 is any cydic group of order two. 

In [4] we obtain necessary couditions to be satisfied by H in order to fiud 
a Schottky covering as desired. These necessary conditions only concem to 
the set of fixed points of non-trivial elements of H. lf H is isomorphic toa 
dihedral group, then these conditions hold trivially (see seetion 5). 

In [6], [7] and [8] we show that these conditions are sufficient for H 
isomorphic either to Z, Z/2Z EB Z/2Z and abelian in general, respectively. 

The aim of these notes is to study this problem for dihedral groups of 
conforma! automorphisms. lf the action of the group is free fixed points, 
then we show the existence of a Schottky covering of the surface 匠for which 
the group H lifts. We also describe in full the situation when the genus of 
匠is one ( see section 4). 

Since the dihedral group of order four is abelian, it follows from the 
results in [8] that we are able to find a Schottky covering for which the 
group lifts. 

The first hope is that for a general dihedral group the above result is 
true. Unfortunately, this is not the case as shown in the example giveu in 
section 8. This example is a dihedral group of order six acting olla surface 
of genus four with, by Riemann-Hurwitz, fixed points. In sectiou 7 we 
show that in the absence of fixed points, we may find a Schottky covering 
as desired. We give a list, in section 9, of geometrically finite Kleiuian 
groups 䨬 containing a Schottky group G as a normal subgroup of finite 
index, with J ⽇ isomorphic to a dihedral group. Such a list gives a lot 
of different topological actions of a dihedral group on a closed Riemaun 
surface. We expect such a list to be complete, that is, all dihedral actions 
that satisfy the lifting problem are represented in it. 

As a consequence of the Nielsen realization theorem [11], the above 
describes all free fixed points topological actions of a dihedral g,nmp of 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms on a closed orientable surface. 

The development of these notes is as follows. 
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Section 1: Definition of Schottky coverings, and recall of a well known 
fact about conforma! automorphisms of region of d.iscontinuity of Schottky 
groups. 

Section 2: Some basics from quasiconformal deformation theory. 
Section :3: The lifting problem and the main theorem. We also state the 

main theorem from the points of view of group theory and of :3-manifolds. 

Section 4: The proof of the main theorem for Riemann surfaces of genus 
zero and <me. 

Section 5: Information about the fixed points of the elements of a di
hedral group of conforma! automorphisms on a closed Riemann �s�u�r�f�a�c�t�~�.� 

Section 6: The case when the quotient Riemann surface has gt'llUS 

greater or equal to one. Construction of a special set of oriented simple 
loops. 

Section 7: Proof of the maiu theorem. 
Section 8: A counterexample for the lifting problem for d.ihedral groups 

acting with fixed points. 

Section 9: A list of geometrically finite Kleinian groups containing a 
Schottky group as a normal subgroup of finite index and quotient a dihedral 
group. 

2. Schottky Coverings 

2.1. Schottky Groups. For g?: 1, let Ck,C'k, 欽 1, ... ,g, be 2g Jor
dan curves on the Riemann sphere, é = e U{ 00}. Assume that they are 
mutually d.isjoint and bound a 2g-connected region 䐮 Suppose that for 
each k there exists a Mobius transformat,ion Ak with the following proper
ties. 

(i) Ak(Ck)=C' k· 

(ii) Ak(D) n D = 0. 

The group G generated by the transformations A 1 , ... , A㤠 is called a 
Schottky group of genus 朮 

It is a well known fact G is a purely loxodromic Kleinian group isomor
phic toa free group of rank 朠(see [12] and [1:3]). A fw1damental domain 䘠
for Gis given by 䐠union the curves Ck, 欽 1, ... , 朮 The domain 䘠is called 
a standard fw.tdamental domain for G with respect to the above generators. 
This domain is not uniquely determined by the above generators. 

In fact, every purely loxodromic Kleinian group isomorphic to a free 
group of rank gis necessarily a Schottky group of genus 朠(see [1:3]). 
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For our purposes, we define the Schottky g,roup of genus zero to be the 
group with the identity as its only element, that is, the trivial g,roup. 

2o2o The Riemann Surface Associated to a Schottky Groupo Let 
G be a Schottky g,roup of genus g, and O its reg,ion of discontinuity, then 
S = 0/G is a dosed. Riemann surface of genus g. Moreover, if .4 1 , ... , 

Ay form a set of free generators for G, and. F is a standard fundamental 
doma in for these generators, with bound.ary curves C~.;, C' k (k = l, ... , g), 
then these loops projects to a set of g disjoint homolog,ically independent 
simple loops on S. Reciprocally, the retrosection theorem [2] asserts that we 
can reverse this situation. Another important fact about Schottky groups 
is the following. 

Theorem LL lf O is the region of discontinuity of a Schottky grnup 
G, then any conformal automorphism of O Ls the restriction of a Mobius 
tran.sformation. 

2o3o Schottky Coveringso Given a Schottky group G, with region of 
d.iscontinuity O, we can associated to it a natural triple (G, O, 1r : O _... 
O/ G). The holomorphic projection 1r : O ---+ Oj G is the natural eme. \Y e 
can also get a lot of triple associated toGas (G, O, p :O _ __. 0/G), where 
p = lmt, the map t is a Mobius transformation that conjugates G into itself 
and h is an automorphism of the surface 0/G. 

Any triple (G, O,p : O _... S), where S is a dosed. Riemann surface, 
G a Schottky group with region of discontinuity O, and p : O ---+ S a 
holomorphic covering with G as covering group, will be called a Schot tky 
covering of S. 

3o Quasiconformal maps 

In this section we recall some basics from the theory of quasiconformal 
maps (see [l] for more details). 

3o L Quasicouformal hmneomorphismso Let ¡t( z) be a measurable 
function defined on the Riemann sphere with llltlloc, < l. Let <I> be a 
orientation preserving homeomorphism of the Riemann sphere. We say 
that <I> is ¡L-quasiconformal homeomorphism if 

o<I>joz = ¡t(z)o<I>joz, a.e. 
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In general, an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the Rit>mamt 
sphere is called quasiconformal if it is ¡t-quasiconformal for somt' ¡t. 

Theorem 2.1 (Ahlfors-Bers Theorem [1]). rf ¡t(z) is a mca...,u1able 
function on the Riemann sphere with IIJtlloc, 㰠氮 then then" e.ris/8 a uniqut' 
quasiconfonnal homeomorphiMn �W�~�-�'� of the Riemann �s�p�h�e�n�~� sa./i:;.f.¡¡ing thc 
equation 

�ü�H�'�~�-�'�j�a�z� = JL(z)()TVJ'juz, a.e., 

and �H�r�~�-�'�(�0�)� = O, �H�'�~�-�'�(�1�)� = 1, �H�/�~�-�'�(�o�o�)� = oo. Mm·l'OUe1·. �l�h�l�~� solutions 
Wtll vary analytically 011 the complex parumeteT t. 

Lemma 2.2. Let G be a finitely genemted Kleinian gmvp and lt'f 6 be 

an invariant set of components of the region of discontinuity of U. ,..,'nppose 
there exists JL a measumble function on 6 獯 that 

JL(g(z))g'(z) = JL(z)g'(z), for all g in G and all z in 㘮 

Extend JL to be zero in the complement of 㘠 and let 㱉㸠be a ¡t-quasú:onfor· 
homeomorphism of the Riemann sphere. Then <I>g<I>- 1 is again a M6bius 
tmnsfonnation. 

The proof of the above lemma is a direct computation and it is left to 
the interested reader. 

3.2. Beltrami coefficients. 䥦 IIJtlloo 㰠1 in the lenuna above, then Jt 
is called a Beltrami coefficient for the group G supported in 6. 

Let JL be a Beltrami coefficient for a Kleinian group G, and let <I> be a 
¡t-quasiconformal homeomorphism. Set G = 㱉㹇㱉㸭⸠Then the group {; 
is again a Kleinian group for which 㱉㸨㘩 is invariant set for G in its region 
of discontinuity 㱉㸨䐨䜩⤬ where 䐨䜩 is the region of discontinuity of G. 
We say that G is obtained by quasiconformal deformation of G on 6 . 汦 
the set 6 is all the region of discontinuity, we only say that (; is obtained 
by a quasiconformal deformation of G. 

4. The Main Theorem 
Let S be a closed Riemann surface of genus g and H a g,roup of conforma! 
automorphisms of S isomorphic to a dihedral group. \Ve are interested in 
studying the following question concerning conforma! automorphisms and 
Schottky coverings. 
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汳 瑨敲攠愠卣桯瑴歹 捯癥物湧 潦 S 景爠睨楣栠H 䥩晴猧℠

The following give a partial auswer to the ahow qut:>stion iu tht• dilll•dral 
case. 

周敯牥湴 ㌮ 䰠 Let S and H be a do sed Riema.nn 8/L.r:facP and a gmup 
o.f �n�n�~�f�o�r�m�a�l� autorrwrphi87ns uf S', respeclively. ff H is ison1orphic lo a 
dihedml grvup and �a�c�t�~� .free fi:red points. then ther·e �i�.�~� a Sr:lwttky mu1Tiny 

o.f S .for· which H lifts. 
The dilwdral case of order 4 is done in [7] and [8]. In what follows, Wt' 

consider only dihedral groups of order greater or equal to G. 
In the g,roup theoretical setting, theorem :t 氮 can stated as follows. 

周敯牥湴 ㌮㈮ Let K be a gmup i8ornorphic to the .fundamental gmv.p 
o.f a closed orientable 8ur.face o.f genu8 ¡ ㈺ ㈮ �k�~�8�u�r�n�e� that F �L�~� a normal 
subgmup o.f K such that K/ F i8 i8ornorphic toa dihedml grnup. Tlwn �t�h�e�n�~� 

exist8 a cornrnon normal subgmup N o.f F and K 8uch that F /N �i�.�~� a �.�f�n�~�e� 

group o .f mnk g. 
Theorem :3.1. can be also described from the lang11age of :3-manifolds. 

A handlebody �~�q� of genus g ㈺ 1 is the connected smn of g copies of the 
:3-manifold (with boundary) D x S'l, where D is the dosed unit disc and 
Sㄠ is the unit circ:le. The boundary S9 of the handlebody �l�~�q� is a closed 
orientable surface of genus g. 

The Nielsen realization theorem [11] asserts that we can give ·to 89 tht:> 
structure of a Riemann surface for which H aclls as group of conforma! 
automorphisms. In particular, we can state the main theorem as: 

周敯牥瑮 ㌮㌮ Let H be a gmup o.f orientation pre8erving homeornor·
�p�h�i�s�r�n�.�_�~� o.f the boundary 89 o.f sorne handlebody �~�q�.� A88urne that H ad8 
.free fixed point8 and i8 isornorphic to a dihedml gmup. Then ther·e exists 
an orientation pre8erving horneornorphism .f : 89 -----. S9 • .for which f ll r· ㄠ
can be extended as gm·up o.f orientation pr·eserving horneornorphisrn o.f V". 

In the case the group acts with fixed points is not in general true thf• 
existence of such a Schottky covering, as can be seen from tlw example in 
section R. 
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5. The Case of Genus O and 1 
In this section, we consider all possible actions (by conformal automor
phisms) of a dihedral g,roup H on a a H.iemann surface S of �~�e�n�u�s� g E {0. 1 }. 
Assume H to be a group of couformal automorphisms of S, isomorphic to 
a dihedral �~�r�o�u�p� of order 2n, n 2:: :3. The particular case n = 2 has lwen 
already stated in [8]. 

5.1. Geuus Zero Case. If the genus of S is zero, then S = C. Let 
(G = {!}, n = é, 1r = I : C---> é) he the trivial Schottky covering of C. 
In this case the g,roup H lifts trivially. \Ve must remark that in this trivial 
case, every conforma! group H (no necessarily finite) lifts. 

5.2. Genus One Case. Assume the genns of Sto be one, that is, S' is a 
torus. Let a and b be two elements of H of order n 2: :3 and 2, respectively. 
We llave that H is generated by a and b with relations an = 1, b2 = 1 and 
(ab) 2 = l. There are two possibilities for b; either it is an involution with 
four fixed points (a hyperelliptic involution) or it is an involution without 
fixed. points. The automorphism a has four possibilities: 

(i) n = :3 and the torus is conformally equivalent to the torus C/ < 
1, ei7r/3 >. 

(ii) n = 4 and the torus is conformally equivalent to the torus C/ < 1, i >. 
(iii) n = 6 and the torus is conformally equivalent to the torus e¡ < 

1, ei1rj:3 >. 

( iv) n 2: :3 and a ( and all i ts powers) has no fixed points. 

Here e denotes the complex plane ami < u, V > denotes the g,roup 
generated by the translation z ---> z +u and the translation z ---> z + v. 

Since the fixed points of as are permuted by the automorphism b, the 
number of fixed points of as must be even. We name these tixed points by 
P1, ... , Pk, q1, ... , qk, so that b(pi) = qi. In particular, the rotation numhers 
(see section 5) satisfy a(a8 ,pi) = -a(a8 ,qi), if the order of a8 is greater 
than two. It can be checked, from (i)-(iv), that the only possibility is that 
a (and all its powers) acts without fixed points ami the antomorphism b 
acts with four fixed points (a hyperelliptic involution). 

This action can be seen as follows. Let T be any complex number with 
positive imaginary part. Let T be the torus C/ < 1, T >. Choose a complex 
number b, and integers numbers 1 :::; ki :::; n, at least one ki relatively prime 
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to n, i = 1, 2. Let B(z) = -z ⬠b and A(z) = z ⬠(kㄠ⬠k2T)jn.. Tht'B 
the automorphisms A and B desc:t'nd to automorphisms a ( of ordt'r n.) a11d 
b (of ord.t'r 2), rt'spec:tively, generating a d.ihedral group (of ordt'r 2n.) of 
conforma] automorphisms of T. 

Now choose any simple loop r¡ on the torus T, for example the projection 
of the path 嬰Ⱐㅝ = { z E C; Im(z) =O, O< Re(z) < 1 }. This path defiue a 
Schottky covering ( G, O, 1r : O ----+ T) of T. Sinc:e tht' transformation n acts 
trivially 011 the fundamental g,Tonp of T and b ac:ts as the transforma tio11 
(n, m)----+ ( -n, -m), they lift to the above Schottky coveriug. 

As a c:oBsequence, we obtain the following easy fact. 

Theoren1 4.1. Let H be a group of confonnal autommphi8m8 on a 
clo8ed Riemann 8urface 8 of gen m g E {O, 1}. If H i8 i8omorphic to a 

dihedml group of order 2n, then there i8 a 8chottky covering of S for which 
H lijt8 if and only if either: 

⠱⤠n = ㈬ or 

(2) n ㈺㨠:3 and the cyclic group of order n acts free fixed �p�o�i�n�t�~�.� In tlú8 
case, necessarily, the involution.s are hyperelliptic. 

6. Dihedral groups of conforma! automorphis1ns 

In this section, we consider a dihedral g,roup H of conforma] automor
phisms of a closed Riemann surface 8. First we proc:eed to obtain some 
information about the fixed points of the elements of H (see proposition 
5.1). Secondly, we use Riemann-Hurwitz formula [:3] to observe that the 
number of branched values of order two on the quotient surface 8/ H is 
always even (see subsection 5.:3. and proposition 5.:3). 

6.1. Stabilizer and Rotation mnnber. Let 8 be a Riemann surface 
and H be a group of con formal automorphisms of S. Then 

(1) For each pE S, the stabilizer of p in H is the group H(p) ={hE H: 
h(p) = 災⸠

(2) Let h E H and p E S be such that h(p) = p. We can find a local 
coordinate system (U, <jJ) such that </J(p) = O and <jJh<jJ -l ( z) = e in z, for 
all z E </J(U). Moreover, we can assume </J(U) = 6, where 6 denotes 
the unit disc in the complex plane C. The angle o: = o:( h, p) is well 
defined up to a multiple of 2n, independent of the local coorciinate, 
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and n(hk, p) = ko:(h, p). We may normalize o: by assuming that 
-1r <o::::; 1r. We callo:= o:(h,p) the rotation number of h at p. 

6.2. Fixed poiuts. Let us observe that if a and b elements of H of 
arder n and two, respectively, then H is generated by a and b, with only 
relations 

A no11-trivial element of H has the form �a�k�b�~�,� where k E {0, 1, ... , n.-
1} and .s E {0, 1 }. The elements of the form éb ha ve order two, and 
for n 2: :3, they are exactly those elements of arder two. The Riemann
Hurwitz formula [:3] asserts that every automorphism of arder two has an 
even number of fixed points. For fixed k, 1 ::::; k ::::; n - 1, if :r is a fixed 
point of ak, then b(x) is also a fixed point of it. This is consequence of 
the relation béb =a-k. Since the stabilizer of any point is cydic, we have 
b(x) =/= x. In particular, the automorphism ak has an even number of fixed 
points. The above relation shows also that if the order of é is greater 
than two, then the rotation number of é at x and b( x) are opposite in 
sig,11, that is, o:( é, x) = -o:( a k, b(x)). It follows from the above arg,,_unents 
that a dihedral group satisfies the necessary conditions of [4] (it was c:alled 
the condition (A)). We have the following facts concerning the elements of 
arder two in a dihedral group. 

Propositiou 5.1. 

(1) lf n is odd, then éb is conjugate to b. In particular, the number· o.f 
fixed points of akb is the same as the number of fixed points of b. lf 
x is a fixed point of akb, then a 8"(x) is not a fixed point of the same 
éb, for 1 ::::; s ::::; n- l. 

(2) lfn is even, then a2kb is conjugate to b and a2k- lb is conjugate to ab. 
The elements ab and b are non-conjugate. In par-ticular, the number 
of fixed points of a2kb (resp., a2k- 1b} is the same as for b (resp., ab). 
Moreover, if x is a fixed point of arb, then an1 2(x) =/= x i.'i aL<io a fi:r.ed 
point of the same arb . 

Proof (1) Write n = 2r·- 1 and let l = (n- k)r·. Then a1akba- 1 = 
a 21+kb = a2(n-k)r+kb = a<n-k)(n+l)+kb = a-k+kb = b. This shows the first 

statement. For the second, assume x is a fixed point of akb and assume 
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there exists s, 1 �~� s �~� n- 1, such that a8 (x) is also a fixed point of the 
same n/.:b. Sinc:e the stabilizer of x and also of a8 (x) is the g,roup on two 
elements generated by akb, we must have a8 akba-" = akb. But the left side 
of this equality is a2"+kb, so we obtain the equation a2" = l. This is only 
true for 2s = n. This is a contradiction to the fact that n is od.d.. 

(2) The first statement are consequence of the following. a-ka2kbak = 
a- 2k+"2kb = b and ai--ka2k-Ibak-I = a2- 2k+2k-Ib = ab. For the second 
statement, observe that an12 akba-n12 = an+k[¡ = akb. To see that ab and 
b are non-conjugate, observe that if we conjugate b by some a"b, then we 
obtain a2"b. If we conjuga te b by a", some 1 �~� .s �~� n- 1, we also obtain 
a2"b. This ends the proof of our lemma. 1 

Notation. If k E H, and (k) is the cydic group generated by k in H, 
then we set 

F(k) ={pE S; (k)= {hE H; h(p) = p}}. 

The cardinality of F(k) is denoted by N(k) . As a consequence of propo
sition 5.1, we have the following. 

Corollary 5.2. 

(1) For each s < n, dividing n, we have N(a8
) = 2sk8 , for sorne non

negative integer k8 • Moreover, if a" has arder greater or equal to 
three, then its 2sk8 fixed points can be arranged as 

P8
I i• ... , P! i• qf i• ... , q! i• ' ' ' , 

where i = 1, ... , k 8 , such that b(pj,i) = qj,i and a(pj,i) = PJ+I,i (j 
modulo n). In particular, a(a8 ,Pj,i) = -a(a8 ,qj,i) E ]0,1r[, for all j 
and i. 

(2) lf n is odd, N(akb) = 2To, for all k and sorne non-negative integer· 

1"0· 

(:3) If n is even, then N(a2kb) = 2ri and N(a 2k-Ib) 
non-negative integers TI and r2, respectively. 

2T2, for sorne 

6.3. The signature of the quotient surface S /H. The signature 
(see [12]) of the quotient Riemann surface Sf H, of genus "f, can be then 
described as follows. 

Let 1 = si < s2 < · · · < St �~� L, where L = (n- 1)/2 for n odd and 
L = n/2 for neven. Moreover, assume 
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(i) -"i divides n, and 

(ii) if t divides n, then t = si, for some i. 

For each i E {1, ... , t}, the automorphism a8
; is the stabilizer of '.2.-;iki 

different points, for some non-negative integer ki. The sig,11atnre of S/ Ji is: 
(1) casen odd. 

where there are :2ro numbers :2 and ki numbers nj.si, for all i. 
(')) ' - case n even. 

where there are r1 + r2 numbers 2 and ki numbers n/si, for all i. 
The Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies the following equalities in each 

case. 

(1) g = 2n(""y- 1) + 1 + nro + �L�~�= �1 �(�n�- �s�i�)�~�,� if n is odd. 

(2) g = :2n(""y -1) + 1 + (r1 + r2)nj:2 + �L�~�= �1 �(�n�- si)ki, if n is even. 

As observed above, in the odd case, we have an even number of brand1 
values of order 2 on S/ H. The following shows that the same holds for the 
even case. 

Proposition 5.3. In the even case, r1 + r2 is even. Proof Let H 
be a group of conforma! automorphisms of a surface S. Assume H to 
be isomorphie to a dihedral group of order 2n with n even. Let a and b 
generators of H, so that a and b have orders n and :2, respectively. Denote 
by Sj H the quotient Riemann surface and by 1r : S - Sj H the natural 
holomorphic (branched) covering. On S/ H we choose a point x, which 
is assumed not a brancl1 value, and on S we choose a point z such that 
1r(z) = x. We choose a set of simple loops a 1, ... , a,, {3J, ... , {31 , on S' 
through x so that, they do not contain brancl1 values, they intersec:t at 
their common point x, and they are a canonical basis for ll1(S/ H, :r), the 
fundamental group of S/ H based at x. Choose disjoint oriented simple 
loops 81, ... , Ór1 , TJJ, ... , T}r 2 , (}¡, ... , (h, (k= k1 + ···kt), so that 

( 1) thesP simple loops are disjoint from the above O'i ancl /lj loops; 
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(2) each loop hounds a topological disc containing exac:tly one brand1 
valne; 

(:{) the loop bi bounds a hrand1 value of order two, which is projection 
of a fixed point of b; 

( 4) the loop 'li bounds a brand1 value of order two, which is projection 
of a fixed point of ab; 

(G) each loops Oj bounds branch value that !S the projection of a fixed 
point of a power of a; 

(6) the orientation of each loop is given so that the brand1 value they 
bound is at the left side (when going in the positive direction). 

We considera set of oriented simple paths, all of them disjoint, starting 
at :r, and such that 

(7) each path connect x with exactly one of the above simple loops 
(bounding branch values); 

(8) these paths are disjoint ( with the exception of x) from the loops Gi 

and ¡'Jj. 

We may consider these loops to be based at :r, formed by going through 
a corresponding path from x to the loop, going around the loop, and theu 
back to :r ( see figure 1). \Ve still denoting these new loops as bi, l/j and 01, 

respectively. 
Set X the surface S with all fixed point deleted, and R the surface 

S/ H with all branch values deleted. We have that 7r : X --+ R is a regular 
holomorphic covering with H as covering group. Moreover, II 1 ( R, :r) has 
generators (}1,···, a,, ,31, ... , #,, 81,···, br¡, 'lb···, lJr2' 01, ... , ok, and the only 
relation is 

¡ r¡ r2 k 

IT ( aif')ia¡ 1 �~�:�1�¡� 1) IT t)j IT lJs IT O¡ = l. 
i=1 j=1 s=1 1=1 

\Ve ha ve a natural surjective homomorphism <I> : rr1 ( R, X) --+ H given 
by lifting loops at z. In particular, we have that 

(9) <I>{ ai(:lia¡ 1 f:li-1) = a Pi' 

(10) cfl(bj) = a2q1b, 
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(11) <l>(r¡8 ) = n2m·- 1b, 

( 12) <1>(0¡) = (l
0 1. 

In c:onsequence, the relation Oll the generators of rrl ( R, X) gives us 

In particular, r1 + 1·2 must be an even Jmmb(:'r. 1 

* 

figure 1 

R.emark. Same arguments as in the proof of proposition �5�.�:�~� show that, 

( 1) if "! = O. then ro -::f U ami r¡ + r2 -::f O. 

(2) if t he re is no a subset of { 1, .... t}, say { i l· ... , ik}, satisfying the prop
ITties t hat 
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(2 .1) the transformation a 
8
ii genera tes the stabilizer of so me point, 

and 

(2.2) the transformations a8
ii , ... , a8

ik generate the c:ydic subgroup of 
order n, 

then ro 2:: :2 for n even, and 1·1 + r2 2:: :2 for n odd. 

7. A Special System of Simple Loops on S/ H in the Case "Y 2:: 1 

In this section we as sume "Y, the genus of the quotient Riemann surface 
8/ H to be greater or equal to one. Under this assumption we proceed to 
find a special set of simple loops, ai, /Ji (i = 1, ... ,"f) on 8/H. This set of 
loops g,ives a cano ni cal basis for the homotopy of S/ H and satisfies certain 
properties which describes the regular branched covering 1r: S___. Sj H (see 
proposition 6.:3). 

Let us fix a and b in H of order n and two, respectively. Denote by S/ L 
the quotient Riemann surface obtained by the action of L, the cyclic: g,roup 
generated by a, on the surface S. Let 1r1 : S___. S/ L and 1r2 : S/ L ___. S/ H 
be the natural holomorphic (branched) coverings induced by the actions of 
L on S and H/ L �~� Z/2Z on s¡ L, respectively. \Ve have that 7r = 7r27r¡. 

Let b be the automorphism of S/ L ( of order two) generating H /L. Then 
íri akb = b1r1 all J..:. 

Choose a point :r: on s¡ H which is nota brancll value of 7r. Let Yl and Y2 
Oll s¡ L he so that 7r2(Yi) = x, for i = 1, :2. These points are necessarily no 
branch values of 1r1. Let zl, ... , Zn, wl, ... , tUn on S be suc:h that 1r1(zi) = Yl 
ami 7r¡ (u,.i) = Y2· We may assume that a(zi) = Zi+l, a( wi) = Wi+b for 
i = l, ... , n- 1, a(zn) = z1, a(wn) = WI and b(zi) = w1. 

Let O:j, /3j, j = 1, ... , "f, he a set of different oriented simple loops on 
8/ H through :r: satisfying the following ( see figure :2). 

(A) The intersection of any two different loops is exactly x. 

(B) The intersection numher hetween O:j and {3j is +l. 

(C) Any other pair of loops are homotopically disjoint, that is, they are 
homotopic to disjoint simple loops. 

(D) The set of loops above gives a canonical basis for the homotopy of 
S'/ H (based at :r). 

(E) Tllf' loops are disjoint from t he brancl1 val u es of 1r. 
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* 

5/H 

figure 2 

Lemma 6.1. 

(i) If some a8 b has a fixed point, then we can choose the set o.f loops as 
above satisfying the pmperty that all of them lift to loops on S/ L. 

(ii) lf a8 b has no fixed points for all s, then we can choose the above loops 
in such a way that a1 lifts to a path and all other loops lift to loops 
on S/ L. 

Proof Choose a set of oriented loops through x satisfying (A) to (E). 
Each one of these loops either lifts to a loop or lifts to a path. Assume that 
some of these loops lifts to a path (this is the case if the automorphism b 
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acts free-fixed points), otherwise we are done. For eéU:h fixed j we have the 
following possibilities. 

(i) Both loops O:j and ;3j lift to loops. 

(ii) OnP of the loop O.j or /Jj lifts toa loop and the other lifts toa path. 
By pernmting them (if necessarily), we may assume that O.j lifts toa 
path. 

(iii) Both loops O:j and :Jj lift to paths on s¡ L. 

In case (iii) we can replace the loop f)J for a simple loop homotopic to 
o.13J. After this change, we are in case (ii). From now on, we assume that 
for eéU:h j we are either in situation (i) or (ii). We re-order the pairs of 
loops n: j ami {Jj such that: 

( 1) O:j lifts to a path and /3j lifts to a loop on S/ L, all j = 1, ... , r; and 

(2) O.j and /)j both lift to loops on S/L, all_j = r + 1, ... , ¡. 

For each j, 2 :S j :S 1·, we change the loops j)1 and o. j by simple 
loops homotopic to f3d'J and a1a} 1

, respectively. After performing these 
changes, we have that o. 1 lifts to a path and. all other loops lift to loops on 
SjL. 

If there is no element a8 b with a fixed point, then the automorphism b 
has no fixed points. The connectivity of the surface S/ L implies we cannot 
do better in this situation, and we obtain the required loops. 

Now let us assume some a8 b has fixed points. In this case, b has a fixed 
point. Denote it hy q. Let p be the projection of q in S/ H. Let r¡ he a small 
simple loop around p, disjoint from the above loops and from the branch 
locus of íT. \Ve may assume this loop separates p from all other branch 
values of íT. We orient 17 in such a way that, when going in the positive 
orientation, the point p is at the left sid.e of 17. Let 15 be a simple path 
comwcting :r to TJ. \Ve assurne this path to be disjoint, except at x, from 
tlw loops o j and /Jj, for all j. \Ve orient this path so that :r is the initial 
point. :\ow rPplace tlw loop a 1 by a simple loop homotopic to o.18r¡8- 1 . 

The ll<'W set of loops is the required one. 1 

Proposition 6.2. We can modify the above 8et of loop8, withmd de
stroying the above pmper-tie8, 8uch that one of the following holds. 
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(I) lf r = 1, then either 

(I.l) Both loops o:I and PI lift to loops on 8; or 

(I.2) The loop o:I lifts to a loop, and the loop PI lifts to a path with 
initial point zi and end point zk, k E {2, ... , n} and k-1 dividing 
n; or 

(I.:3) The loop o:I lifts to a loop, and the loop PI lifts to a path with 
initial point ZI and end point U'k, k E { 1, ... , n}; or 

(I.4) The loop o:I lifts to a path with initial point ZI and end point z1, 

l E {2, ... , n }, and the loop PI lifts to a path with initial point ZI 
and end point wk, k E {1, .. , n}. 

(II) lf r 2: 2, then either 

(II.1) All the loops O:i and Pi lift to loops on S; or 

(II.2) All the loops O:j and Pk lift to loops on S, for j 2: :3 and k 2: 1, 
the loop O'I lifts at ZI with end point z2, and the loop a2 lifts at 
ZI with end point WI; or 

(II.:3) The loop o:I lifts at ZI with end point z2, the loop o:2 lifts at ZI 
with end point WI, the loop P2 lifts at ZI with end point at smne 
z1 and all the other loops lift to loops on S. 

Proof 
(I) The case ') = l. Let us call by o: and (3 the loops o:I and {3I respectively. 
By lemma 6.1, either both lift to loops on S/ Loro: lifts toa path and plifts 
to a loop on S/ L. Change the loops o: and ,A by (J and o:-I, respectively. 
Now o: lifts toa loop and p lifts either toa loop or toa path on S/ L. 
(1) Sorne automorphism a8 b has fixed points. In this case both loops o: and 
p lift to loops on s¡ L. In this case, either both of them lift to loops Oll S 
(in which case we are done) or 

(i) The loop o: lifts toa loop and the loop (J lifts at ZI with end point z1, 

lE {2, ... ,n}; or 

(ii) the loop o: lifts at ZI with end point z1 and plifts at ZI with end point 
Zk, l, k E {2, ... , n}. 
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Iu case ( ii), we cousider the group geuerated by al-I aml a k - 1. This 
g;ronp is a cydic group generated by ah with h dividing n. In particu
lar, then· exist i and j integers, such that ai(l- 1)+j(A:- 1) = ah. Let r· be 

tlw g,Teater <:OilllllOn divisor of l - 1 ami k - l. In this case we have: 
rzi(l l)/r+J(k · 1)/r is also a generator of the cydic group generated by a 11 • 

Si u ce (l- 1) /r and (k- 1) /r are relatively prime, there exists a simple loop 
r¡ throngh ;r, geuerated by a and (J which lifts at z1 with end point av- 1(zi), 
wlww v = i(l- 1 )/r· + j (k- 1 )jr·. Let ó be auy simple loop on 8/ H through 
.r, g;euPrated by o ami :1, such that TJ and ó satisfy the properties (A) to 
(E) as above. There exists an integer m such that rr lifts at ZJ with the 
same eud point as ó. Change the loops a and {1 by r¡-mó and r¡. Now we 
are in case (i). 

Similar arguments, as done above, can be use to show that we may 
assume that l- 1 divides n in case (i). 
(:2) The automorphisms of the form a8 b have no fixed points. In this case, 
lemma 6.1 asserts that the loop a lifts to a loop ami the loop {1 lifts to a 
path on 8/ L. The loop f3 must lift to a path on 8 with initial point z1 

and end point w~.:, for so me k E { 1, ... , n}. The loop a either lifts to a loop 
o u 8 or i t lifts to a path with ini ti al point ZI anci end point z1, for so me 
lE {:2, ... , n}. This finish the case -y= l. 
(II) The ca.~e -y 2: :2. From now on, we assume our loops to satisfy one of 
the possibilities given in lemma 6.1. Assume also that some of these loops 
lifts toa path on 8, otherwise we are in condition (II.1) of our proposition. 

Let us denote by aj,b aj,2, f3j, 1 and f3J,2 the liftings of aj and f3J to 
S'j L respectively, all j = :2, ... ,-y. We assume aj,1 and {1j,I to be the liftings 
at Y1 ami n'J,2 and í3J,2 to be the liftings at Y2· Sinc:e the loops aj and Bj 
are simple, the intersec:tion number of them is + 1, the intersection number 
of two other loops is zero and the covering 1r2 is two to one, we have the 
followiug. 

(1) The loops Oj,l and aj, 2 are disjoint. 

(:2) The loops 3j,1 and {3j,2 are disjoint. 

(:~) The intersection number between aj,i and {1j,i IS +1, anci all other 
iutersP<:tiou numbers are zero. 

\\'e can choose the loops such that ~~'2 lifts to 8 to a path at z1 with 
<>nd poiut z2 and all other loops lift to loops on S. In fac:t, from the abow 
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observations, we only need to find these loops such that o:2 ,1 lifts to a path 
on S at z1 with end point at z2 and the loops O'j,1 and f3k,1 alllift to loops 
on S, for j = :3, ... , 1 and k= 2, ... , 1· We are in the cyclic case, done in [o]. 
Let us see now the loops 0:1 ami fJ1- We have two cases. 

(1) Some automorphism a8 b has fixed points. In this case the loops o: 1 and 
!11 both lift to loops on s¡ L. We can proceed as above to change them HO 

that both lift to loops on S. In this case we permute the pair 0:1 ami !h 
with the pair n 2 and /32 . Since some element of order two in H has a fixed 
point, either b has a fixed point or ab has a fixed point. Denote by q such a 
fixed point and denote by p its projection toS/ H. Let r¡ be a small simple 
loop around p, disjoint from the above loops and from the brancl1 locus of 
1r. We may assume this loop separates p from all other branch values of 1r. 

We orient r¡ in such a way that, when going in the positive orientation, the 
point p is at the left side of r¡. Let 8 be a simple path connecting x to r¡. 

We assume this path to be disjoint, except at x, from the loops O:j and {11, 

for all j. We orient this path so that x is the initial point. Now replace the 
loop o:2 by a simple loop homotopic to o:28r¡8- 1 . 

At this point, if the point q is a fixed point of b, we are done. Assume 
the point q is a fixed point of ab. We replace the loops {31 and o:2 by 
simple loops homotopic to fJ1fJ2 ami o:2o:1 1, respectively. We get in this 
way condition (II.2) of our proposition. 

(2) The automorphism a8 b has no fixed points for every s. In this case, the 
loop 0:1 lifts to a path connecting Y1 to Y2 and the loop fJ1 lifts to a loop on 
Sj L. Denote by n 1,1 the lifting of o:1 at Yb by o:1,2 the lifting of the same 
loop at Y2, by f11,i the lifting of fJ1 at Yi, for i = 1, 2. 

We have two possibilities for the liftings of {31 on S. Either it lifts to 
a loop on S or it lifts to a path at z1 with end point some z¡, for some 
1:Sl:Sn-l. 

Since the loop o:1 does not lift toa loop on S/ L, it must lift on S to a 
path at z1 with end point wk, for some k. 

If /h lifts to a loop on S,· we replace the loops 0:1, o:2 and /12 by simple 
l h · n-k+1 -1/3-1 {3 í-1 (J-1 d í-1 -n+k-1 oops omotop1c to o:2 o:1 2 , 0:2 2f..11~J2 an r'2n2 , respec-
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tively ( see figure :3). 

figure 3 
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Now replace the loop /32 by a simple loop homotopic to f32o:~-k+l_ At 
this point we have that the loop a¡ lifts to a path connecting z¡ to w 1, the 
loop 0'2 lifts to a path at z¡ with end point z2, and all other loops lift to 
loops on S. Permute the pair of loops o:¡ and {3¡ with the pair 0:2 and .[12 . 

We obtain cond.ition (IL2) of our proposition. 
If the loop ,í11 lifts to a path at z1 with end point z1, for some 1 ::=; 

l :S n - 1, then we replace the loops o 1, 3¡, 0'2 anci /h by simple loops 
homotopic to a¡ a2 

1
, ,3¡, a2 ami !1¡ 0'2-l+ 

1
/12 respectively. We ha ve the same 

situation as befare but now O'¡ lifts to a path at Z¡ with end point lL'k+ 1 . If 
we do the same procedure again n - J..: times more, we ohtain that a 1 lifts 
at Z¡ and ends at 111¡. Let us permute the pair 0'¡, {J¡ with the pair a 2 , 32 . 

Now we are in condition (II.:3). 1 
In the arguments above we have fixed two elements a, b in H of orders 

n and 2, respectively. For each such a pair, proposition 6.2 gives usa set of 
special loops satisfying certain possibilities. The next proposition asserts 
that we can modify the pair a and b (with the same properties) so that 
these special loops satisfy only few of them. 

Proposition 6.3. Let a and b be two elements in H of or·der n and 2, 
respectively. Let a 1 , ... , 0',, {3¡, ... , {1~0 be the loops found in proposition 6.2. 
Then we can change the genemtors a and b for new ones, say a and b of 
arder n and 2, respectively, so that we have one of the following situations: 

(I) lf 'Y = 1, then the loop O'¡ lifts to a path with initial point z 1 and end 
point z2 = a( Z¡), the loop {3¡ lifts to a path starting at z¡ and ending 
at w 1 = b(z¡). 

(II) lf 'Y 2:: 2, then O'¡ lifts to a path stmting at z¡ and ending at z 2 = a( z 1 ). 

0'2 lifts to a path starting at z¡ and ending at W¡ = b( z¡). The other 
loops lift to loops. 

Proof 
The case 'Y = l. ( 1) As sume we are in case (L 1) of proposition 6.2. In this 
case, we must have fixed points for b or ab. In either case, we can change 
the generators a and b by the generators a = a and ab. In particular, we 
may assume that b has fixed points. We can modify the loop /h such that 
its lifting at z1 ends at some w~,;. In fact, choose a small simple loop 8 
around the projection of some fixed point of b. Let r¡ be a simple path 
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coHnecting :31 to 8. \Ve orient etn so that it end.s at 8 and we orient 8 so 
that, ¡:1;oing in the positive way, the branch point it endoses is at the left 
side. \Ve may assume the above loops to be disjoint from the loop o¡. Now 
replace :J1 by a simple loop homotopic to /3¡ r¡8r( 1 . \Ve are in case (1.:3) to 
he analyzed later. 

(2) Assnnw W(' are in case (1.:2) of proposition 6.:2. We must have fixed 
points of b or n/J. Now we can proceed as in ( 1). 

(:~) If we are in case (IA) of proposition 6.:2. Assume first that neither 
/1 Hor a/J to have fixed points. In this case, the transformations n1- 1 and 
ak 1b generate H. \Ve change the generators a and b by al-I and ak- 1/J, 

respectively. The loop o1 lifts at z 1 with end point z2 and {3¡ lifts at Z¡ 

with end point w 1 . At this point, we are in situation (1.4) with l = :2 ami 
k = l. Let us assume now that b or ab has fixed points. By replacing b by 
ab if necessary, we may assume b has fixed points. Using the same idea as 
in ( 1), we change the loop (31 so that it lifts at Z1 with end point Z¡, for 
some l. We change again the loops o¡ and (31 so that 01 lifts to a loop and 
:31 lifts at z1 with end point Zr, for some.1". Change the loop í31 as in (1), 
so that it lifts at z1 with .end point some W 8 • Now we are in case (1.:3) of 
proposition 6.:2, to be analyzed below. 

( 4) In case (1.:3) of proposition 6.:2, we change the pair of generators a 

and b by the generators a and ak-I b respectively. Let us call them again 
n and b, respectively. In this case the loop 01 lifts to a loop and the loop 
:J1 lifts at z1 with end point = b( Z¡) = w 1 for the new pair a and b of 
generators of H. The connectivity of the surface S asserts that is there a 
fixed point of either a or atb for some t E {1, ... , n -1 }. Denote by q E S/ H 
the projection of one such fixed point. Consider a small oriented simple 
loop r¡ around q so that it separates q from the other possible branched 
values. Take an oriented. simple path 8 starting from the intersection point 
.r between o 1 and /11 and ending at a point in r¡. We may assume such a 
path to be disjoint from the branching set ami from (o¡ U (31 ) - { x }. Now 
replace the loop o¡ by 8r¡8- 1o¡. Now the new loops satisfy the desired 
properties. 

The case r 2: :2. In this case, we have three possibilities marked in prop~ 
sition 6.:2 as (11.1), (11.:2) and (11.:3). In case (11.1), we may proceed in 
similar way as in the case r = 1 to obtain the case (11.:2). In case (11.:3), 
we proceed as follows. Consider a small oriented simple loop r¡ on S/ H 
hounding a topolog,ical disc containing all branch values. This loop is free 
homotopic to the loop TIJ= 1(od?io¡ 1tr 1

). In particular, the loop r¡lifts at 
z1 and f'Hds at a11 /Ja 1- 1(z¡) = a 21 - 2 (z¡). Considera simple oriented path 
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8 starting at x and ending at a point in r¡. This path may be assumed 
to be disjoint from all other loops (except for x). Then either fhórJ-IÓ-I 
or f328r¡- 18- 1a;_ 1 is homotopic toa simple loop. If f328r¡- 18- 1 is the one 
homotopic to a simple loop, then we replace (h by this new loop. In the 
second case, the loop (hór(- 1 ó- 1 a2_ 1 lifts at z1 and ends at w1 = b( z¡). We 
replace the loop th by the loops :J2a2_ 1ÓrJ- 1Ó- 1a2 1 (see fig;ure 4). 1 

figure 4 
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8. Proof of Theorem 4.1. 
In this section, we proceed to prove theorem 4.1. concerning free fixed point 
actions of dihedral gronps. Let us assume we have: 

( 1) a dosed Riemann surface 8 of genus g 2: 2, 

(2) a group H of conforma! automorphisms of 8, 

(:l) H isomorphic to a dihed.ral group of ord.er 2n, and. 

( 4) the action of H on S is free fixed points. 

Let us denote by R the quotient Riemann surface S 1 H and. by 1r : 8 ---+ R 
the uatural holomorphic unbranched. covering induced. by the action of H 
Oll 8. 

Thc genus 1 of R satisfies, by Riemann-Hurwitz formula, 

g-1 . 
'"y·=--+ 1 > 2. 

2n -

Part (11) of proposition 6.3. asserts that we may fin d.¡ d.isjoint, oriente<1, 
homologically independent simple loops, say (11, ... , (3,1, with the property 
that the lifting of each one of them, at any point, is a loop. 

We claim that the family F of loops on 8, obtained by lifting the 1 
loops 3 1, ... , ¡1"1, disconnects S into genus zero surfaces. Befare to prove it, 
let us finish the proof of theorem 4.1. 

Since the family F cuts 8 into genus zero surfaces, we may find a sub
family Q e F formed by g d.isjoint homologically independent simple loops. 
The families Q and F have the same normalizer N in the fundamental 
group of 8. Since the family F is invariant under the action of H, then 
/V is also invariant under H. lt follows that the Schottky uniformization 
determined by the family Q (Retrosection theorem) is the desired. one. 

Now wc proceed to prove the above daim. Let X be a connected com
pon{'nt of 8 - F. Set R = 81 H - {!31, ... ,!1"1}. We ha ve the restriction 
P : X ---+ R, of the covering 1r : S ---+ S/ H. This is again a covering, 
iuduced by a subg,Toup of H, the subgroup generated by those elements 
keeping X invariant. The order of this subgroup, say d, is the degree of P. 

13y :.Iaskit [15], we may assume that X is the complement of k disjoint 
circular discs on a dosed Riemann surface .X" of genus g and, R is the 
complem{'nt of 1 disjoint circular discs on the Riemann sphere é. 
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The property that each loop /Ji lifts to a loop, permits to extend the 
covering p : X -+ R to an unbranched covering p : X -+ e, of deg,ree d. 

Riemann-Hurwitz formula applied. to the above covering asserts that 
g = 1 - d. Since g ~ O and. d ~ 1, we must ha ve d = 1 and. g = O. In 
particular, the surfaces X and. R are conformally equivalent by P : X -+ R. 

\i'/e can describe explicitly the above construction as follows. The family 
{(:11. ... , (:11 } and. Retrosection theorem assert that there exist: 

(1) a Schottky covering (0, K, P: O-+ R) of R, 

(:2) a set of free generators Bb···• B"1 for K, 

(:3) a set of :2¡ d.isjoint simple loops, r¡t, r¡} , ... , r¡;, 17~, bound.ing a com
mon d.omain V of connectivity 2¡, such that: 

o.1) Bi(Tln = r¡-;, 
(:3.:2) Bi(V) n V = 0. 
(:3.:3) P(rft) = f3i· 

If G is the smallest normal subgroup of K containing the elements 

then G turns out to be a Schottky group of genus g uniformizing the surface 
S as desired.. 

9. A Couuterexample 

In this section, we construct a closed Riemann surface S of genus 4 ancl a 
group H of conforma} automorphisms of S, isomorphic toa d.ihed.ral g,roup 
of ord.er six, which cannot be lifted. to any Schottky covering of S. It follows 
that, in the presence of fixed points, the cond.ition (A) in [4] is not sufficient 
for the class of d.ihed.ral groups. 

9.1. Constructiou of a dihedral action. Let us consid.er the dihedral 
group of order six 

and the Fuchsian group 
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nlliformizillg a Riema11n surface R of genus zero wi th si¡2;na t ure (O, 5; :2, 2, :~, :). :3), 
acting 011 tlw hyperbolic plane HH. Denote by nr : HH----+ R the holomor
phic (nniYcrsal) brallched covering of R induced by r. Its branc:lwd valnes 
aH' p¡, p2 , q1 , q2 and q:~ with branch values :2, :2, :), :3, and :3, respectively. 

\VP have a surjective homomorphism 

<~: r _____, D:1, 

dehned by: 0'1(Ai) =a and ?(Bj) = b, for i = 1, :2, :~ami j = l, :2. 
Let us denote by F the kernel of this homomorphism. Theu we have 

that F is torsion freP and it corresponds to the smallest normal suhgToup 
of r containing the words: 

Following unifpack calculator [17], we have that: 

Generators ofF C\ = A3A! 1
, C2 = A;3 1A1 1A3\ C3 = A3A2\ C4 = 

A;3 1A:1 1A;3 1, C5 = A3B¡A¡B¡, C6 = A;3 1B¡A¡B¡A;3\ C1 = A3B1A2B1, 
(:¡, = A3 1 B1A2B1A3 1; 

R l t . e' C' C' c'- 1C' c- 1c'- 1C'- 1C' C' c'- 1C'- 1C' cnc'- 1C' 1 e a Ion ·3 '6 '5 '7 ·¡ '3 '4 '6 'i>. ·7 '1 '2 '4 ·;, '8 '2 = · 
If we set 8 = HH/ F, then we have a natural holomorphic (universal) 

covering 7rF: HH----+ S, such that 

for all "( E r. It follows that H = r 1 F S:! D3 acts on S as g,Toup of conforma] 
antomorphism. \Ve have then a natural holomorphic (branched) covering 
íT : 8 ----+ R, induced by the action of H, branched over PI, P2, q¡, IJ2 ami (]3 

with brand1 values 2, 2, :3, :3, and :3, respectively. In particular, 7r7rF = íTr. 
The Riemann-Hurwitz formula asserts that the genus of S is g = 4. 

9"2" The non lifting property" Assume there is a Schottky covering 
(0, G. P : O ----+ S) for which the group H lifts. Let us denote by J the 
geometrically finite Kleinian group obtained by lifting H via the above 
covering. We have a regular branched covering Q : O ----+ R such that 
q = íTP. 

By construction, we have an oriented simple loop a on R ( disjoint from 
the brand1 values), bounding a topological clisc ~1 containing cm its interior 
the brand1 values p¡, Ji2 and no other, anci lifting to a simple loop on S'. 

Tlw loop n corresponds in r to the transformation B1B2. Set ~2 the other 
topological disc bounded by n cm R. 

\Ve have that 
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(A) t>ach connected c:omponent of 1r- 1 ( ~1 ) is a cylinder, invariant under 
the action of an dement b of order two in H, aml the two boundary 
loops (each ont> a lifting of o) are pt>nmltt>d by it. 

(B) 1r- 1 (~2 ) is either (using Riemann-Hurwitz formula) 

(B.l) connected aml topologically a surface of geuus mw with six 
boundary loops ( the liftings of o), invariant under tht> action 
of !! and tht> cydic group acting with six fixt>d points; or 

(B.:2) two coimt>cted compouents, each ont> a genus one surface with 
three bouudaries components and invariant under tht> cydic g,Toup 
of ordt>r thret> (of H) acting with t>xactly thrt>e fixed points. 

If the loop a lifts to a loop on [t Let A be a c:onnected c:ompo
nent of Q- 1 (~2 ) and set B = P(A). We have that P(A) is a connected 
component of 1r- 1 ( ~2 ). 

Set J.A = {j E J;j(A) =A}, that is, the stabilizer of A in J. \Ve have 
that J.A is necessarily finitdy generated (A/ J.A is the finite surface ~2). 
A finitely generated subgroup of a geometric:ally finitt> Kleinian group ( of 
second kind) is necessarily geometrically fini te by a result of Tlmrston [ 16]. 

Set G.A = GriJ.A. This is finitely generated (A/C:.A is the finite surfac:e 
1r- 1 (~2 )) and geometrically finite by Thurston' result, purely loxodromi(: 
and free group (a subgroup of G, a purely loxodromic and free gnmp). It 
follows by Maskit's results [13] that G.A is a Schottky group. Moreover, G.A 
is normal subgroup of J .A. 

If 0.4 is the reg,ion of discontinuity of J.A, also for G.4, we have natural 
holomorphic (branched) coverings Q.A : O.A----> O.A/J.A = R.A, P.A : O.A ----> 

O.A/G.A = S.A and 7r.A :S .A----> R.A, such that Q.A = 7r.AP.A. The surfaces R.A 
and 8 .A are a genus zero surface ( the surface ~2 after gluing a topolog,ical 
disc to it about o) and a genus one surface (the surfact> B after gluing 
topological discs to it about its boundaries). 

At this point, we have a Schot tky covering of the genus one surface S .A 
for whic:h either: 

(i) we can lift a cyclic: g,Toup of order three, with exactly three fixed 
points, ac:ting as group of conforma! automorphisms of 8 .A; or 

(ii) we can lift a dihedral group of order six, where the cydic group ac:ts 
with fixed points. 

In case (i), we are in contradic:tion to the results in [4] and [6]. In case 
(ii), we are contradiction to theorem 4.1. 
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If the loop (t lifts to a path 011 n. Sin ce ()' lifts to a loop Oll 8' we 
ha ve that the stahilizer of any cmmected. component of Q- 1 (o) is neces
sarily a cyclic suhgroup of G. Moreover, since 1r- 1 (~I) is a cylinder where 
hoth houndaries are liftings of o, we must have that another connected 
components of Q- 1 (o) so that each two have the same stabilizer, say the 
cyclic [!,Tllllp generated by the primitive loxodromic transformation g. In 
particular, each pair bounds a topological di se on the Riemann sphere ( one 
component start at one fixed point n(g) of g arriving to the other fixed 
point r(g), and the other component start at r(g) and arrives to n(g). This 
di se is one of the connected components of Q- 1 (~ 1 ). 

\Ve must have a transformation j E J that send.s one of these compo
nents to the other. In particular, we must have (jg) 2 = I, where I is the 
identity of J. The transformation permutes both fixed points of g, so a 
transformation of order two, j 2 = l. The stabilizer of the topological clisc 
bounded by these two components is the infinite dihedral group generated. 
by g and j. 

Since each connected component of Q- 1 (~1) is simply connected, we 
have that X = Q- 1 (~2 ) is connected. In particular, P(X) = 1r- 1 (~2 ) is 
connected.. 

It follows that 1r- 1 (~2) is a genus one ~urface with six boundary com
ponents, invariant under the action of H, and the cyclic group of order 
three acting with exactly six fixed points. Moreover, the bound.aries are 
permuted and no one is invariant under such a cyclic group. The argu
ments done in section 3 assert that this situation is impossible ( there is 
no automorphism of order three on a surface of genus one with exactly six 
fixed. points. 

10. A Hst of Geometrically finite Kleinian groups 

Let us consider n 2: 3 and the dihedral group 

In this section, we construct geometric:ally finite Kleinian groups ( of 
second kind) J containing a Schottky group G as a normal subgroup such 
that J /G is isomorphic to Dn. 

If we denote by 

( 1) n the region of d.iscontinuity of su eh a group J' 

(2) R the quotient Riemann surface 0/J, 
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(3) S the quotient Riemann surface D/G, 

( 4) Q : n __.... R the natural (branched) holomorphic covering induced by 
J, and 

(5) P: n __.... 8 the natural holomorphic covering induced by G, 

then H = J /Gis a group of holomorphic: automorphisms isomorphi~: to 
Dn, which can be lifted to the Schottky covering (D, G, P: n __.... 8). The 
lifting of H is then J. We have that the natural (branched) holomorphic 
covering 1r : 8 __.... 8, induced by the group H, satisfie::; Q = 1r P. 

10.1. Some necessary couditious for the constructions. First of 
all, let us assume that we may construct such an example. We proceed to 
find sorne conditions, necessary for the constructions if n is a prime integer. 

In this case, N(b) = '21· and N(a) = '2k. The signature of the quotieut 
Riemann surface R has the form (from section 5) 

('y, 2r +k; 2, ... , 2, n, ... , n), 

where there are 2r numbers 2 and k numbers n. 
As a consequence of propositions 6.2 and 6.3, we may assume that there 

are a set of simple loops OI,···· o'Y, f3t, ... , {3"1 (based at some point x E R), 
with the properties described in proposition 6.:3. 

Let Zi and Wi, i = 1, ... , n, be the liftings on S of x under the holomorphic 
(branched) covering 1r: S__.... S/ H. As before, we may assume that a(zi) = 

Zi+ 1, a(wi) = Wi+ 1, and b( Zt) = Wt. In this way, we ha ve the following 
possible sig,11atures in each case. 

The case 1 = O. The only possible signatures are: 

(1) (0, 2r; '2, ... , 2), r 2:: 2, and 

(2) (0, 2r +k; 2, ... , 2, n, ... , n), k 2:: 1 and r 2:: l. 

The case 1 = l. In this case, the loop 01 lifts to a path with initial 
point Zt and end point z2, and the loop f3t lifts toa path with initial point 
z1 and end point Wt. The only possible signatures are: 

(1) (1, 2r; 2, ... , 2), r 2:: l. 

(2) (1, 2r +k; 2, ... ,·2, n, ... , n), k 2:: 1 and r 2:: O. 
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The case ¡ ~ 2. In this case, the loops O:j and Bi lift to loops, for 
J ~ ;} and all i, the loop 01 lifts to a path with initial point z1 and end 
point z 2 , and the loop 02 lifts toa path with initial point z1 and end point 
w 1 . The possihle signatures in this case are: 

(1) (¡,O;-). 

(2) (¡, 21·; 2, .... 2), r ~ l. 

(:3) (¡, 21· +k; 2, ... , 2, n, ... , n), k ~ 1 and 1· ~ O. 

10.2. Smne Mi:ibius transfonnations. To construct our examplPs, 
we need tlw following Mobius transformations. Let A, B and (.' lw the 
following: 

), B=(~ 0 
where A is a real number greater than one. 
Denote by AP/q the Mobius transformation 

( 

e1ripjqn O ) 
AP/q-

- O e-7rip/qn 

DefinP Mc)bius transformations F and D as follows. 

o 
A -1 

where F 1 is the elliptic element of order two, keeping invariant the disc 
{ z E C; [z[ < 1/ A}, and with isometric c:ircle N centered in a point on tlw 
ray {arg(w) =O} and tangent to the ray {arg(w) = 7rj:3n}. The cirde N 
is necessarily orthogonal to the bound.ary of the above disc. The isometric 
circles ofF and p- 1 are N and A 112 (N), respectively. 

D = A1/2D1 

where D 1 is the elliptic element of order two, keeping invariant the unit 
disc, ancl with isometric circle M (necessarily orthogonal to the unit cirde) 
with center on the ray {arg(w) =O} and tangent to the ray {arg(w) = 
7rj:3n}. The isometric circles of D and v- 1 are M and A 112 (M), respec
tively. 

We assume A big enough such that the isometric cirdes ofF and D are 
disjoint. 

Denote by L1, L2, L3 and L4 the sets {arg(w) = 1rjn}, {m·g(w) = 
-1rjn}, {[w[ = 1} and {[w[ = A- 1}, respectively. If Mis a 1vlobius trans
formation, then I (M) will denote i ts isometric circ:le. 
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10.3. Smne regions ou the R.ieutauu sphere. \Vt> proceed to ddiiw 
open regions i11 the complex plane, when n is a prime, as follows. Tlw case 
n not a prime will be donf' in a later snhsf'ction. 

The regio u n·, k 2: 1 Set e = n / n aml Kn = { z E C; -0 < ru·r¡( z) < O}. 
We proc:eed firstly to the construction of some circles c'2, ... , ('k, in CHSt' t bat 
k> 1, so that: 

( 1) Ci is orthogonal to L:>.. 

(:2) Ci is c:ontained in Kn. 

(:3) If ai denotes the c:enter of the circle e, then o< arg(a'2) < m·g(a:!) < 
... < arg(aA) < e. 

(4) ci only intersects e+I, and they do it in an angle of e. 

( 5) If CTi denotes t he reftection Oll e, and ero( Z) 

ai(cri-I(C\)) = 0. 

Set ci = CTi-l(e), Di the bound.ed disc by ci, and fh the bonnded 
disc: by C\. 

Set wk = Kn n (Uf=2Di u fh)c. Denote also by Ti= ITiCTi·-l· 

The region Wk is a fundamental set for a group Hk with generators A, B, 
T2, ... , n, and relations An = B 2 = (BA) 2 = 1, Ti= 1, (TiTi-l · · · T:>.T2B)2 = 
l. The Riemann surfac:e O( HA)/ Hk has signature (0, :2+k; :2, :2, n, ... , n). The 
group Hk is constructible from Hk-l and Tk by the sec:ond Maskit-Klein 
c:ombination theorem (see [1:2]). Sinc:e H1 is a finite group (d.ihedral g,roup 
of arder 2n), it is geometric:ally finite anci has c:onnec:ted rPg,ion of discon
tinuity. As a consequence, Hk is a geometric:ally finite function group with 
connected region of disc:ontinuity. In figure 5 we sketch the regions Hr1, ~V2 
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The region R 1• We define the region R1 as the open region honll<kd 
by L1, L2, L:~ and L4. 

The region R2. We define the region R2 as the open region honnded hy 
L1, L2, L3, L4, I(D), I(D- 1 ) and I(A- 1D- 1A). 

The region R3. We define the region R3 as the open region bmmdt'd hy 
L1, L2, L3, L 4 , I(F), I(F 1 ), I(A- 1F- 1 A), I(D), I(D- 1 ) and I(A 1 JJ 1A.). 

The regions R 1, R2 and R3 are drawn in fig1.1r<> 6. 

figure 6 
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Another notations we will use, are the following. 

(1) If ll is a subset of a group K, then we denote by« H » the smallest 
normal subgroup of K containing H. 

(2) If n,¡, ... , an are elements of a group K, then we denote by< n1 •... , nn > 
the subgroup generated by these elements. 

10.4. The constructions for n prilne. In this part, we proct>ed to 
construct the geometrically finite Kleinian groups in the case n is a prime. 
First we use Maskit-Klein combination theorems (see [12]) to obtain a ge
ometrically finite Kleinian group J .with connected region of discontinuity 
O. Then we considera normal subg,roup G of J such that J /U is a dihedral 
group of arder '2n. The group Gis a purely loxodromic, geometrically finite, 
function group with connected region of discontinuity. As a consequence of 
Maskit's classification of function groups (see [14]), we obtain that Gis in 
fact a Schottky g,roup. The Riemann surface 0/G is then a closed Riemann 
surface admitting a dihedral group of conforma! automorphisms which lifts 
under the natural Schottky covering induced by G. 

Once we have constructed a geometrically finite Kleinian group J as 
desired, the theory of quasi-conformal maps, developed by L. Bers (see 
section 2), permits us to have a family of geometrically finite Kleinian 
groups as desired. This is done as follows: for each Beltrami coefficient 
¡t for J (see section 2), we consider the the ¡t-quasiconformal homeomor
phism vVJl : e - e fixing the points o, 1 and OO. Then Lemma 2.2 
asserts that J11 = W11 JW; 1 is again a Kleinian group. In fact, J 11 is again 
a geometrically finite Kleinian g,roup, which contains the Schottky g,roup 
G11 = lV11GW; 1

, with J11 jG11 isomorphic to Dn. 

Example (1). Signature (0, 2r; 2, ... , 2), r 2: 2. 
Let us consider the reg,ion R1. Let L1, ... , Lr-2, be elliptic elements of 

arder two such that their isometric círcles are contained in the region R 1, 

and they are pairwise disjoint. Let us consider the group ( constructed from 
Maskit-Klein combination theorems) 

J =<A, B, C, L1, ... , Lr-2 >. 

As a consequence of Maskit-Klein combination theorems, the g,roup 
J is a geometrically finite fwK:tion group with region of discontinuity O 
connected. The elements of J are either loxodromics or conjugated to 
some power of a generator. The Riemann surface 0/ J is a closed Riemann 
surface of signature (0, 2r; 2, ... , 2), r 2: 2. The normal subgroup 
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where s,sj E {0,1, ... ,n-1} and tE {0,1}, is a purely loxodromic 
geometrically finite funetion g,Toup with cmmected region of discoutinuity. 
As a consequence, Gis a Schottky group (see [14]). !vloreover. G has index 
"2n aJl(\ J / G is a dihedral group of order 2p. 

Example (2) Sig11ature (0, "21· + 1.:; 2, ... , 2, n, ... , n), k 2: 1 and r 2: l. 
Let us consider the regiou nr~.;, and the elliptic transformations 7'.¿ .. .. , 1},. 

Let L1, ... , Lr~- 1 be elliptic elements of order two snr:h that their isometric 
cirdes are contained in the region lFk and they an-~ pairwist· disjoiut. 

Let us consider the group 

J = < A, B, L 1 , ... , Lr -1 , 72, ... , 1l >. 

Same arg,uments as befare show that the group J is a geometrically finite 
function group with region of discontinuity O connected. The elements of 
J are either loxodromics or conjugated to some power of a generator. The 
Riemann surface 0/ J is a closed Riemann surface of sig,11ature (0, ·21· + 
k; 2, ... , 2, n, ... , n), 1.: 2: 1 and 1· 2: l. The normal subg,Toup 

where ti E { 1, ... , n- 1} and SJ E {0, 1, ... , n- 1 }, is a purely loxodromic 
geometrically finite function group with connected region of discontinuity. 
As a consequence, the group G is a Schottky group (see [14]). ~1oreover, 

G has index 2n and J / G is dihedral gro u p. 

Example (3) Signature (1, 2r; 2, ... , 2), r 2: l. 
Let us consider the reg,ion R2. Let L 1, ... , Lr-1 be elliptic elements 

of arder two such that their isometric circles are contained in the region 
R 2 and they are pairwise disjoint. Let us consider the geometric:ally finite 
fuuction group with connec:ted reg,ion of discontinuity, giveu by 

J=< A,B,C,D,L¡, ... ,Lr-l >. 

If O denotes the region of disc:ontinuity of J, then the Riemann surface 
0/ J is a closed Riemann surface of signature (1, 21·; 2, ... , 2), 1· 2: l. Let us 
consider the normal subgroup 

where u,s,sJ E {0,1, ... ,n -1} and t,v E {0,1}. As before, U 1s a 
Schottky g,Toup such that J /Gis dihedral of arder 2n. 
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Example (4) Sig,11ature (1, :2r +k; :2, ... , :2, n, ... , n), k :2: 1 and ,. :2: O. 
Let us consider the reg,ion H/k and the transformations 11_, ... , 1/,. Let 

Lb···, Lr be elliptic (if r :2: 1) elements of order two such that their isometric 
circles are contained in the region ll'k and they are pairwise disjoint. \Ve 

consider a loxodromic transformation E which keeps invariant tlw 1mit disc 
and conjugate Tk · · · T2B to AB. We may assume the multiplier hig euou¡;h 
so we can apply the second Maskit-Klein combination theorem to the ¡!,Toup 
< Hk, L¡, ... , Lr > and E. Let us consider the geometrically finite functiou 
group with connected region of discontinuity, given by 

If n denotes the region of discontinuity of J, then the Riemann surface 
OjJ is a dosed Riemann surface of signature (1,:2r + k;:2, ... ,'2,n, ... ,n), 
k :2: 1 even and 7· :2: O. Let us consider the normal subgroup 

where s,sj E {0,1, ... ,n-1}, ti E {1, ... ,n-1} and tE {0,1}. The 
group e is a Schottky group, and J je is dihedral of order :2n. 

E 1 (5) ( ') ') •)) > •) d > ') xrunp e '"'(, ~r; ~, ... ,- , 'Y _ - an r _ ~-

Let us consider the region R1. Let Ll:···, Lr-2 be elliptic elements of 
order two, and At, t = 1, ... ,"(,be loxodromic elements with I(Ai)ni(Ain) = 
0 all i = 1, ... , 'Y, ancl. m E { -1, + 1}. Assume all the isometric cirdes I ( L J), 
I(Ai), I(A[ 1

) in the reg,ion R1 and pairwise disjoint. Let us consider tlw 
geometrically finite function group with connected reg,ion of discontinuity, 
given by 

J =<A, B, C:, A¡, ... , A"~, L1, ... , Lr-2 >. 

If n denotes the region of discontinuity of J, then the Riemann surface 
n¡J · ·l el R' ' f f · · t ( ') ·· ·) •)) > ') · l. H 1s a e ose 1en1ann sur ace o signa ure '"'(, -1, _, ... , _ , 'Y __ ant 
r :2: :2. Let us consider the normal subgroup 

wheret,sj,di E {0,1, ... ,n-1},u,ej E {0,1}. ThegroupeisaSchottky 
group with J ¡e a dihedral group of order :2n. 
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E 1 (6) ( •) .. •) ')) > •) J • > 1 xrunp e -y, -1, -, ... , - , -y __ ann 1 _ . 

Let us consider the region R3. Let L1, .. . , Lr be elliptic elements of 
order two, and At, t = 1, ... , -y - 2, be loxodromic elements such that 
I(Ai) ni(Aj1

) = (/J , where m E { -1, +1}, the isometric circles I(Li), I(Aj1
) 

are contained in the reg,ion R3 and they are all pairwise disjoint. Let us 
consider the geometrically finite function group with connected region of 
discontinuity, given by 

J =< A , B, C, F, D, A1, ... , A'Y- 2, L1, ... , Lr >. 

If O denotes the region of disconÚnuity of J , then the Riemann surface 
0/ J is a dosed Riemann surface of signature (-y, 2r; 2, ... , 2), -y 2: 2 and 
1' 2: l. Let us consider the normal subgroup 

G =<< AStBttC, As2Bt2F,AS3Bt3D,Ad¡Be¡Al, ... , 
, Ad-r- 2 B&r-2 A"~ -2, Ah1 B L1 , ... , Ahr BLr » , 

where Si,dj,hm E {0,1, ... ,n-1} and ti,ej E {0,1}. The group Gis a 
Schottky group and J /Gis dihedral of arder 2n. 

Exrunple (7) (-y, 2r; 2, ... , 2), -y 2: 2 and r 2: l. 
Let us consider the region R2. Let L1, ... , Lr- l be elliptic elements 

of arder two, and At, t = 1, ... , -y - 1, be loxodromic elements su eh that 
I(Ai ) n I(Aj) = 0, where m E { -1 , +1}. Assume all the isometric cirdes 
in the region R2 and pairwise disjoint. Let us consider the geometrically 
finite function group with connected,region of discontinuity, given by 

If O denotes the region of discontinuity of J, then the Riemann surface 
0/ J is a dosed Riemann surface of signature (-y, 2r; 2, ... , 2), -y 2: 2 and 
1· 2: l. Let us consider the normal subgroup 

G =« As nuc, AV st D , Ad¡ se¡ Al ' ... , Ad-y - l s e-y - i A'}-1 , AS¡ BLl ' ... , 
'ASr-iBLr-l >>, 

where s, v, di, Sj E {0, 1, ... , n- 1} and u, t, ei E {0, 1 }. The group G is 
a Schottky group with JjG dihedral of arder 2n. 
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Example (8) ('y, 2r +k; 2, ... , 2, n, ... , n), 1 2: 2, k 2: 1 and 1· 2: l. 
Let us consider the region Wk and the transformations T2, ... , T~,;. Let 

LlJ ... , Lr-l be elliptic elements of arder two, and At, t = 1, ... , 1, lw loxo
dromic elements with I(Ai) n I(Ai) = 1/J all i = 1, ... , 1 and m E { -1, +1 }. 
Assume all the isometric cirdes I(Lj ), I(Ai), I(A¡ 1) in the regían ~·k and 
pairwise disjoint. Let us consider the geometrically finite func:tiou g,roup 
with connec:ted region of disc:ontinuity, given by 

J =<A, B, Ab ... , A'Y, L1, ... , Lr-l, T2, ... , T~.; >. 

If O denotes the regían of discontinuity of J, then the Riemann surface 
0/ J is a dosed Riemann surface of signature 

( ') . + k· •) •) ') 1,-1 ·,-, ... ,-,n, ... ,r. 
1 2: 2, k 2: 1 and r 2: l. Let us c:onsider the normal subgroup 

G=« 
A d1 B"1 A Ad-rB"-rA A 81 BL ASr-!BL At2 '7' Atk'T' '-'-1, ... , ')'1 1, ... , r-1, 12, ... , 11.; //' 

where di,sj E {O,l, ... ,n-1}, ei E {0,1} and t1 E {l, ... ,n-1}. The 
group G is a Schottky group with J /G a dihedral of arder 2n. 

Example (9) (¡, 2r +k; 2, ... , 2, n, ... , n), 1 2: 2, k 2: 1 and 1· 2: O. 
Let us c:onsider the region Wk and the transformations T2, ... , T~,;. Let 

L 1, ... , Lr be elliptic elements of arder two, and let At, t = 1, ... , 1- 1, be 
loxodromic elements such that I(Ai) n J(Aj) = 0, where m E { -1, +1}. 
Assume all the isometric circ:les I(Li), I(Aj) in the regían W~.; and pairwise 
disjoint. Let us c:onsider a transformation E as in example (4). Let us 
c:onsider the geometrically finite function group with c:onnected regían of 
discontinuity, given by 

J =< A, B, E, Ab ... , A')'-1, L1, ... , Lr, T2, ... , T~.; >. 

If O denotes the region of discontinuity of J, then the Riemann surfac:e 
0/ J is a closed Riemann surface of signature 

( ') +k·') ') ) 1,-r ,-, ... ,-,n, ... ,n 

1 2: 2, k 2: 1 and r 2: O. Let us consider the normal subgroup 

G =«As Bu E, Ad¡ B"1 A1, ... , Ad-y-! B"-r-! A')'-ll As¡ BL1, ... ,A Sr BLr, At2 T2, ... , 
'AtkT~,; >>, 

where s, di, SJ E {0, 1, ... , n- 1}, u, ei E {0, 1} and t1 E {1, ... , n- 1}. 
The g,roup G is a Sc:hottky group with J jG a dihedral group of arder '2n. 
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Example (10) (¡, :21· +k; :2, ... , :2, n, ... , n), 1 2: :2, k 2: 1 and r 2: O. 
Let us consider the reg,ion M-' k and the transformations T2 , ... , T¡,.. Lt>t 

L1 , ... , Lr be elliptic elements of order two, and At, t = L ····1 - l. he 
loxodromic elements such that I(Ai) n I(Aj') = 0, where m E {-l. +1 }. 
Assume all the isometric cirdes in the region vVk and pairwisP disjoint. Let 
E be a transformation as in example ( 4 ). Let us consider the geonwtrically 
finite function group with connected region of di¡,;continuity, givt>n by 

If !1 denotes the region of discontinuity of J, then the Riemann surface 
!1/ J is a dosed Riemann surface of signature 

( •) . + 1 ... •) •) ) 1,-1 /'\;' -, ... , -, n, ... , n 

, 1 2: :2, k 2: :2 even and r 2: O. Let us consider the normal subgroup 

where s, di, Sj E {0, 1, ... , n- 1}, t, ei E {0, 1} and tj E {1, ... , n- 1}. 
The group Gis a Schottky group with JjG a dihedral of order :2n. 

Example (11) (¡,O;-), 1 2: :2. 
Let us consider the region R3. Let A1, ... , A-y-2, be loxodromic elements 

such that I(Ai) n I(Aj) = 0, where m E { -1, +1}, and all these isometric 
cirdes are contained in the region R3. Let us consider the geometrically 
finite function group with connected region of discontinuity, given by 

J =<A, B, C, F, D, A1, ... , A-y-2 >. 

If n denotes the region of discontinuity of J, then the Riemann surface 
!1/ J is a dosed Riemann surface of signature (¡,O;-), ¡ 2: :2. Let us 
consider the normal subgroup 

where si, dj E {0, 1, ... , n- 1} and ti, ej E {0, 1}. The group G is a 
Schottky group and J / G is dihedral of order 2n. 
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10.5. The construction in the general case. The ahove PXamples 
can be carry out for any integer n 2': :3. For this we only 1wed to con
sider new regions lF((d2, ... , dk), n·t(rl2, ... , rlk) and ll"K(r/2, ... , rh), where 
1 < r/2 < d:3 < · · · < dk < n, di dividing n.. The regio u l \} ( rl2 ..... rh) is 
defined in analogous way as the region Wk, but in this case t he transforma
tions Tj in the construction may ha ve order n/ dj. The region H "f ( rl2 •.... r!J..:) 
is constructed from region H"((d2 , ... , rlk) but deleting the disc of radins 1/ A 
and center O (in this construction, we are assuming that A is bip; enonp;h so 
that the cirde of radius 1//\ does not cut the boundary of H "l ( rh, .... dA)). 
The region H"K ( r/2, ... , dk) is constructed from the region l \ "[ ( r/2 .... , rh) 
by deleting the bounded di ses with houndary the isometric circlf's l ( F), 
I ( F- 1) and I( A- 1 F- 1 A), respective! y ( again the value of A is assumed big 
enough so that the circles I(F), I(F- 1 ) ami I(A- 1F-- 1 A) do not cut tlw 
houndary of Wl(d2, ... , dk)). We have ~V((1, ... , 1) = H"k· As a consequence 
of propositions 6.:2 and 6.3, we get all topological actions of such a group. 
We proceed to give an example for n = 4 ( to simplify). 

Exrunple n = 4 and 'Y = O. In this example, H is generated by 
elements a and b of order 4 and :2, respectively. The values r 1 and 1·2 are 
the numher of fixed points of b and ab, respectively. The numhers 1..:1 ami 
k2 are the number of fixed points of a and a 2 (which are not fixed by a), 
respective! y. 

The signature (0, r 1 + r2; :2, ... , :2) with r1 and r2 even Let us 
consider the region R 1 and elliptic transformation of order two, say L1 , ... , 

L(r¡-2)/2, N¡, ... , N(r2 _ 2)¡2, so that their isometric circles are contained in 
the region R1 and they are pairwise disjoint. Let J be the group generated 

by A, B, C, L¡, ... , L(r¡- 2)¡2 , N¡, ... , N(r2 _ 2)¡2 . As a consequence of lVlaskit
Klein combination theorems, we have that J is a geometrically fi1üte func
tion group with connected region of discontinuity and every non-loxodromic 
element is conjugate toa power of a generator. Let G be the smallest normal 
subgroup containing the elements As BtC, At1 BL¡ , ... , Ath - 2 )1 2 BL(r¡- 2 )¡ 2 , 

As1 BN¡, ... , Ash-2)1 2 BN(r
2

_ 2)¡2 , where s, Sj, ti E {0, 1, :2, :3}, tE {0, 1}, ti 
even and Sj odd. The group G happen to be a purely loxodromic, geo
metrically finite function group with connected region of discontinuity. It 
follows that G is a Schottky group of index 8 in J. 

The signature (0, r1 + r2; :2, ... , :2) with r1 and r2 odd Let us con
sider the region R2 and elliptic transformation of order two, say L 1 , ... , 

L(r¡-l)/2, N¡, ... , N(r2 -l)/2' so that their isometric cirdes are contained in 
the region R2 and they are pairwise disjoint. Let J be the group gen-
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erated by A, B, C, D, LI, ... , L(r¡-I)/2, NI, ... , Ncr2-I)¡2. As a conse
quence of Maskit-Klein combination theorems, we have that J is a ge
ometrically finite function group with connected region of discontinuity 
and every non-loxodromic element is conjugate to a power of a generator. 
Let G be the smallest normal subgroup containing the elements A' Etc, 
AUBVD A 11 BL 4t(r - 1)/2 BL A~ 1 BN A~(r• -1)/ 2 B"T ' I, ... , · 1 (r1-I)j2' I, ... , 2 1V(r2 -I)/2' 
where u, .'i, .'ij, ti E {0, 1, :2, :1}, t, v E {0, 1 }, ti cven and -"j odd. The group G 
happen to be a purely loxodromic, geometrically finite function group with 
connected region of discontinuity. It follows that U is a Sc:hottky group of 
index 8 in J. 

The signature (0, ki +k2+ri +r·2; :2, ... , :2, 4, ... , 4, :2, ... , :2) with TI and 
7"2 even and ki >U Let us consider the region vv¿+k2(1, ... ,1,:2, ... ,:2), 
where the number 1 is ki - 1 times and the uumber :2 is k2 times. We 
also consider the transformations T2, ... , Tk 1 +k2 in the construction of such 
a region. Let us also consider elliptic transformations of order two, say 
LI, ... , Lr1¡2, NI, ... , Nr 2 ¡2, so that their isometric circles are contained in 
the above reg,ion, and they are pairwise disjoint. Let E be a loxodromic 
transformation which conjugate Tki+k 2 • · • T2B onto AB. We choose it with 
big multiplier so that we can apply the second Maskit-Klein combinaüon 
theorem to the group generated by the above transformations. Let J be 
the group generated by A, E, T2, ... , Tk¡+k2 , LI, ... , Lr¡/2, NI, ... , Nr2f2· As 
a consequence of Maskit-Klein combination theorems, we have that J is a 
geometrically finite function group witli connected region of discontinuity 
and every non-loxodromic element is conjugate to a power of a generator. 
Let G be the smallest normal subg,roup containing the elements A"' BtE, 
An2T2, ... ,Ank¡ Tk¡' A2Tk¡ +I,··· A2Tk¡ +k2' At¡ BLI, ... , At(r1 -1)/2 BL(r¡-I)/2, 

A81 BNI, ... , A 8 (r2 -I)/2 BNh-I)/2, where n¡ E { -1, +1 }, .s, Sj, ti E {0, 1, :2, :1}, 
t E {O, 1}, ti even and s j odd. The group G happen to be a purely lox
odromic, geometrically finite function group with connected region of clis
continuity. It follows that G is a Schottky group of index 8 in J. 

The signature (0, ki +k2+1·I +r2; :2, ... , 2, 4, ... , 4, :2, ... , :2) with 7"I and 
r2 odd and ki > O Let us consider the region w¿ +k

2 
(1, ... , 1, :2, ... , :2), 

where the number 1 is ki - 1 times and the number 2 is k2 times. We 
also consider. the transformations T2, ... , Tk 1+k2 in the construction of suc:h 
a region. Let us also consider elliptic transformations of order two, say 
LI, ... , L(r¡-I)/2, Nb···, N(r2-I);2, so that their isometric circles are con
tained in the above region, and they are pairwise disjoint. Let J be the 

group generated by A, T2, ... , Tk¡+k2 , Lb···, L(r¡-I)/2, NI, ... , N(r2-I)/2· As 
a consequence of Maskit-Klein combination theorems, we have that J is 
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a geometrically finite function group with conuected region of discontinu
ity and every non-loxodromic element is conjugate to a power of a ¡;en
erator. Let C: be the smallest normal subgroup containing the elements 
An2 12, ... ,Ank¡ TJ..: 1 , A2T.~: 1 +1,··· A 2TJ..: 1 +J..: 2 , A 11 BL¡, ... , A 1

<r1 ~lJ/ 2 BL(r1 -1)/2· 

A81 BN1 , ... , A8
h·lJ/2BNh-l)/2 , where n¡ E {-1,+1}, -"j,ti E {0,1.:¿,:3}, 

ti even and s j odd. The group G happen to be a purely loxodromic, geo~ 
metrically finite function g,Toup with comlt'cted re¡?;ion of discontinuity. It 
follows that Gis a Schottky group of index 8 in J. 

The siguature (0, k2 + T¡ + r2; :2, ... , :2) with r 1 and 7"2 eveu and 
k2 > O Let us con::;ider the region Wf +k

2 
(:2, ... , :2), where the number :2 i::; 

k 2 + r 1 + 1·2 times. We also consider the transfonnations T2, ... , Tl+J..: 2 iu 
the construction of such a. region. Let us also consider elliptic transfor
mations of order two, say L¡, ... , L(r¡- 2)¡2 , N¡, ... , N(r2 _ 2)¡2 , so that their 
isometric cirdes are contained in the above region, ami they are pairwi::;e 
disjoint. Let J be the group generated by A, T2, ... , Tl+J..:2 , L¡, ... , L(r¡-2)/2, 

N 1, ... , N(r2- 2)¡2 . As a consequence of Maskit-Klein combination theorems, 
we have that J is a geometrically finite function group with connected re
gion of discontinuity and every non-loxodromic element is conjugate to a 
power of a generator. Let G be the smallest normal subgroup containing 
the elements A2T2, ... ,A2Tl+k2 , A 11 BL¡, ... , A1

<r¡- 2 l1 2 BL(r¡· 2)¡2 , A81 BN¡, ... , 
As<r2-2)/2 BN(r2-2)/2' where 
sj, ti E {0, 1, 2, :3}, ti even and Sj odd. The group G happen to be a purely 
loxodromic, geometrically finite function group with connected region of 
discontinuity. It follows that G is a Sd,lüttky g,Toup of index 8 in J. 

The signature (0, k2 + r¡ + r2; 2, ... , :2) with 7"¡ aud r2 odd and 
k2 > O Let us consider the region Wf+k

2 
(:2, ... , :2), where the number :2 i::; 

k2 + 1·1 + r2 times. We also consider the transforma tions T2, ... , Tl-t J..;2 in the 
construction of such a region. Let us also consider elliptic transformations 
oforder two, say L¡, ... , L(r¡-l)/2 , N¡, ... , N(r2_ 1)¡2 , so that ~;heir isometric 
circles are contained in the above region, and they are pairwise disjoint. 
Let J be the g,Toup generated by A, F, T2, ... , Tl+J..: 2 , L¡, ... , L(r¡-1)/2• N¡, ... , 
Nh-l)/2 . As a consequence of Maskit-Klein combination theorems, we 
have that J is a geometrically finite function group with connected re
gion of discontinuity and every non-loxodromic element is conjugate to 
a power of a generator. Let G be the smallest normal subgroup contain
ing the elements As B 1F, A 2T2, ... ,A2T1+J..:2 , At1 BL¡, ... , Ath - 2 l1 2 BL(r

1 
·2)/2, 

A"1 BN¡, ... , A8h- 2li 2 BN(r
2

_ 2)¡2 , where s,sj,ti E {0,1,:2,:3}, tE {0,1}, ti 

e ven and s j odd. The group G happen to be a purely loxodromic, geo~ 
metrically finite function group with connected regiou of discontinuity. It 
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follows that G is a Schottky group of index 8 in J. 
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